
Bala Picnic 2022 
Hosts: Jane & Gwyn 



Sunday 21st August was the day that Jane and Gwyn opened up their home  for the 
Bala annual picnic. The event had been arranged for the previous Sunday, but 
unfortunately it had to be postponed due to Gwyn contracting COVID. It was great to 
see Gwyn fully recovered and to hear that Jane had managed to avoid it. There were 
rumours that Jane had Gwyn locked in the cellar until he tested negative. 

When we arrived at Bala we noticed a speed cop in a 30mph section of the road 
leading up to Gwyn’s house. We later discovered that one Devamog member had 
been nicked by him for driving over the limit, so a message was sent out, through the 
WhatsApp group, to warn others. 

At the house we were greeted by Gwyn and Jane who led us into the conservatory 
where they served tea and coffee. The plan was to move outside for the picnic, but 
due to light rain, most members decided to eat indoors.   

This was the view from the picnic area……..breathtaking!  

 
After the picnic there was time to catchup with friends, and a few photos of the RAF 
Valley event were passed around. 



Thankfully the rain stopped shortly after the picnic allowing time for the light-hearted 
concours to take place. Although numbers were down due to the event being 
rearranged, the minimum number of 8 cars were present. All cars were in pristine 
condition. 

Each member had to vote for a first and second choice using the forms provided by 
John.  



 John was responsible for collecting the votes and announcing the winner. 

 
Congratulations to Richard and Sue Kirk who were outright winners in their blue Plus 
Four. 

 



Thanks to everyone for a fabulous day, and a special thanks to Gwyn and Jane for 
allowing us to meet in their beautiful home. 


